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 When computing global illumination in environments made up of
surfaces with general Bidirectional Reflection Distribution Function, a three point
formulation of the rendering equation can be used. Brute-force algorithms can
lead to a linear system of equations whose matrix is cubic, which is expensive in
time and space. The hierarchical approach is more efficient. Aupperle et al.
proposed a hierarchical three point algorithm to compute global illumination in
presence of glossy reflection. We present in this paper some improvements we
brought to this method: shooting, "lazy" push-pull, photometric subdivision
criterion... Then we will show how our new method takes into account non-planar
surfaces in the hierarchical resolution process.
  )NTRODUCTION
Radiosity and ray-tracing techniques make strong assumptions about the characteristics of the used materials. The first
one assumes that all surfaces are perfectly diffuse and the second, totally view dependent, replaces the indirect diffuse
component by an ambient term. A few years ago, some approaches, called two-pass methods, mixed both techniques to
handle at once specular and lambertian surfaces ([ 15 ], [ 18 ] and [ 19 ]). The global diffuse and the global specular
components are evaluated at the first and the second pass respectively.
Conversely, the one-pass methods compute in one pass the global diffuse and the global specular components. To
compute an image with these methods a rendering step is needed. Two kinds of one-pass method have been devised in
the past years to take account of glossy reflection.
The first one relies on the Monte Carlo method such as RANDOM WALK. It is relatively easy to implement and can be used
with complex geometry and general reflectance functions but is notoriously slow since too many rays have to be cast to
get an accurate result ([ 7 ], [ 10 ], [ 11 ], [ 13 ], [ 20 ]).
The second technique makes use of wavelets  ([ 5 ], [ 12 ], [ 14 ]) and spherical harmonics ([ 16 ]) to compute global
illumination. Indeed, wavelets or spherical harmonics are used as basis functions to express the radiance of each patch
for each direction. In [ 5 ], the object surfaces as well as the direction space are adaptively subdivided (two point
method). In [ 12 ][ 14 ], the rendering equation is expressed in terms of three point transport and only the environment
surfaces are meshed into patches. In case of constant basis functions, Aupperle and Hanrahan proposed an interesting
specific method for three point transport which computes the radiance from a patch to another one. The data structures
needed by the wavelet-based methods require an important memory capacity which limits them practically. Regarding the
spherical harmonics-based methods, they need a high number of basis functions and make use of a uniform meshing of
the object surfaces. Like the wavelet-based methods, Aupperle’s method has the advantage to be hierarchical but still
requires an important memory storage because of the huge number of links (between interactions) and a too fine meshing
due to the non use of a photometry-based subdivision criterion.
One solution to overcome the memory limitation is to use the methods described by Teller and Airey ([ 17 ], [ 1 ]). These
methods relie on a binary space subdivision of the environment into 3D cells. A polygon in a cell C sees only the
polygons lying in C as well as those visible through the holes (also termed portal) in its boundary, like windows and
doors for building interiors. To gather energy impinging on each patch within a cell C, we need to store in memory only
the cells Ci visible from C, which limits the memory storage. In spite of the efficiency of this kind of method, the problem
of memory storage still remains in a cell containing many surfaces and many glossy reflectors.
To overcome these difficulties we propose in this paper an improvement as well as an extension of Aupperle’s method to
non-planar subdivision.
The organization of this paper is as follows. Section 2 is an outline of our work. Section 3 briefly recalls Aupperle’s et al.
algorithm. Section 4 describes the different improvements we have brought to Aupperle’s method such as: Shooting,
photometric subdivision criterion, efficient Push/Pull and rendering. During the subdivision process, objects can be
subdivided into four subsurfaces. Some difficulties arise when surfaces in the environment are not planar (i.e. the four
subsurfaces resulting from the subdivision may not lie on the same plane). Section 5 gives one solution to this problem.
  /UTLINE
Our approach is based on Aupperles’s work which relies on a one pass method as said previously. Recall that with this
method, the number of links stil remains high and the meshing is too fine due to the non-use of a photometry based
subdivision criterion.
0AGE Np
Once an iteration (shooting or gathering) has been completed, we propose to remove all the created links to save
memory. Moreover, to avoid a too fine meshing, we make use of a photometry-based subdivision criterion. In our
implementation we have opted for shooting rather than gathering because useful images can be produced very early in
the calculation process. To improve the efficiency of our algorithm we propose an accelerated push-pull process called
"lazy" push-pull from now on. Unlike Aupperle’s method our algorithm is totally view independent, say it does not
consider the eye as a small patch within the environment.
Another important contribution brought by our work is the handling of curved surfaces. We will see how a patch can be
subdivided into four non coplanar sub-patches.
  (IERARCHICAL !LGORITHM FOR 4HREE 0OINT ,IGHT 4RANSPORT
  4HE 2ADIANCE %QUATION
  4HREE POINT TRANSPORT
Global illumination in a general environment may be expressed in terms of three point light transport between a triplet of
surfaces A, A’ and A’’ (i.e. flux emitted by A’ towards A’’ when illuminated by A).
The radiance from a point x’ towards a point x’’ is defined as the emitted flux, per unit solid angle, per unit projected area,
originating at x’ in the direction of x’’.
We can therefore express the radiance , X X( , )′ ′′ at a point x’ towards a point x’’ when illuminated by a point x as:
%QUATION 
where the geometric term G is given by ' X X
X X
6 X X  ( , ) cos .cos . ( , )′ =
− ′
′
θ θ
 (See Figure 1).
For simplicity we leave wavelength out of our equations. The term FR is called bidirectional reflectance distribution
function or BRDF and V is a boolean used to express occlusions between x and x’.
By integrating over A, A’ and A’’ we can easily prove that the total flux emitted by A’ towards A’’ when illuminated by A
is equal to:
%QUATION 
!
! x
x’
θ  θ 
θ
x’’
θ !
&IGURE  'EOMETRY FOR THREE POINT TRANSPORT
  $ISCRETE FORM OF 4HREE 0OINT 4RANSPORT
We can rewrite Equation 2 in a discrete form with surface elements Ai, Aj and Ak of surfaces A, A’ and A’’ respectively,
so as radiances, BRDF’s and geometric terms are nearly constant over each surface element. Then we can obtain a
discretized form of the radiance equation:
%QUATION 
where LA Aj k  (resp. LA Ai j ) is the radiance emitted by Aj towards Ak (resp. Ai towards Aj).
Taking into account self-emission we thus have a formulation of the light transport between Aj and Ak when Aj is
illuminated by all the surface elements Ai in the environment:
%QUATION 
, X X FR X X X , X X ' X X DX( , ) ( , , ). ( , ). ( , ’).′ ′′ = ′ ′′ ′
Φ 

FR X X X , X X ' X X ' X X DX DX DX
′ ′′
′′′
= ′ ′′ ′ ′ ′ ′′ ′′ ′∫∫∫ ( , , ). ( , ). ( , ). ( , ).
, , 2	
	 				
	

 

= ∑
, , , 2
 
 


  

= + ∑ε
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  !REA 2EFLECTANCE
The quantity RA A Ak j i is a formulation of reflection over three surfaces Ai, Aj, Ak and has a physical significance: it is no
more than the  proportion of energy originating at surface A and reflected by surface A’ towards A’’:
2
FR X X X ' X X ' X X DX DX DX
' X X DX DX
   
   
  



=
′ ′′ ′ ′ ′′ ′′ ′
′ ′
=
∫∫∫
∫∫
( , , ) ( , ) ( , )
( , )
&LUX TRANSPORTED FROM !  TO ! THAT IS REFLECTED TOWARDS !
&LUX TRANSPORTED FROM !  TO !
  	
 
This term is called area reflectance and satisfies both energy conservation and symmetry properties. With the assumption
that the BRDF and geometric terms are relatively constant over each surface element, we can thus obtain a simplified
expression:
%QUATION 
The term FA Aj i represents the form factor between Aj and Ai and FR 


 is the discretized value of the BRDF over
surfaces Ak, Aj, Ai. The accuracy of the estimates for F and FR depends on the size of the patches over which reflectance
is computed, relative to the distance between them. As the relative size decreases so do the computation errors leading
then to the adaptive refinement strategy as shown in the following.
  4HE !LGORITHM
  0RINCIPLE
Equation 4 leads to a linear system of equations whose solution can be obtained by gathering. The unknowns are the
radiances LAiAj with i and j ranging from 1 to n, n being the number of patches. The complexity of the system is /N
 	
which makes the resolution problem untractable. That is why Aupperle et al. proposed a hierarchical algorithm to solve
this system. While hierarchical radiosity operates on patches and refines the links between them, the three point transport
algorithm operates on patch-to-patch interactions and refines the links between them. Figure 2 gives the data structure
associated with an interaction. As refinement results, the interactions are subdivided under the form of hierarchy as
shown in Figure 3. In this figure the contribution of the interaction IJ to the interaction JK is illustrated by four
contribution links: I1J→JK, I2J→JK, I3J→JK and I4J→JK).
3TRUCTURE Interaction
{
Patch From; /* Emitter */
Patch To; /* Receiver */
Float L[]; /* Total radiance */
Float L

[]; /* Radiance gathered during one iteration */
List InteractionsToGather; /* The interactions which contribute to this one during one iteration */
Interaction D1, D2, D3, D4; /* Subinteractions produced by adaptive subdivision */
}
&IGURE  )NTERACTION $ATA 3TRUCTURE
I J I J I J I1 2 3 4 J
IJJK JL
IJJK JL
J
I
L
J
I K
Contribution (IJ→JL)
Contribution (IJ→JK)
M
K
LM
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Interactions:
&IGURE  (IERARCHICAL DISCRETE THREE POINT TRANSPORT
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  2EFINEMENT
The refinement procedure RefineAndLink() computes pairs of interactions by subdividing and recursively refining
links if the error estimates exceed specified error bounds, then links these interactions if these bounds are satisfied or no
further subdivision is possible. FFErr and FrErr are the bounds for the geometric and the reflection errors respectively
and MinArea is the minimum area for a patch (See Figure 4 and Figure 5).
0ROCEDURE RefineAndLink(Interaction IJ, Interaction JK, Float FFErr, Float FrErr,Float MinArea)
{
)F (errors on formfactors and fr are low) 4HEN
Link(IJ,JK);
%LSE
P=Patch_Inducing_Maximum_Error() ;
Subdivide P;
Subdivide IJ and/or JK according to P; (See Figure 5)
3WITCH (P)
{
case I : RefineAndLink over children of IJ ;
case J : RefineAndLink over children of IJ and JK ;
case K : RefineAndLink over children of JK ;
}
%ND)F
}
&IGURE  2EFINE!ND,INK	 0ROCEDURE
I K
J
I K
J
I K
J
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&IGURE  4HE THREE POTENTIAL CASE OF SUBDIVISION
  'ATHERING 2ADIANCE
Once the refinement process has been performed, each interaction gathers radiance from the interactions to which it is
linked. This process continues till convergence (Figure 6).
0ROCEDURE Gather(Interaction JK)
{
)F (JK≠NULL) 4HEN
JK→LG=0;
&OR each interaction IJ of JK→InteractionsToGather $O
JK→LG+=IJ→L*AreaReflectance(IJ,JK);
%ND/F&OR
Gather(JK→D1);
Gather(JK→D2);
Gather(JK→D3);
Gather(JK→D4);
%ND)F
}
&IGURE  'ATHERING	 0ROCEDURE
Note that the eye is considered as a small patch causing no occlusions nor reflections.
0AGE Np
  0USH0ULL 2ADIANCE
Recall that an interaction IJ between two input patches I and J is represented by a hierarchy of interactions between
subpatches of I and J. For a reason of coherence, the gathered radiances must be distributed through each hierarchy.
Indeed, a radiance is pushed down unchanged from a node to its children and area averaged when it is pulled from a node
to its ancestors.
Given an interaction IJ, if patch I is subdivided, the pulled radiance is , !! ,
  
 
 
 



=
=
∑

, or if J is subdivided, it is
equal to , !! ,
  


  



=
=
∑

.
  $ISCUSSION
In spite of the advantages brought by the three point transport algorithm, some problems remain not solved. Indeed,
firstly, since the used refinement criterion does not account for photometric quantities, the number of interactions still
remains important, which requires a large memory size and an important computation time. Secondly, the algorithm is
view dependent since the view point is considered as a small patch within the environment. And thirdly, only planar
patches are considered.
  /UR !PPROACH
  0RINCIPLE
As said before, Aupperle’s method is a demanding process in terms of computing time and memory ressources, which
limits the method practically. In this section we will describe in turn the different solutions to overcome these difficulties:
Shooting, photometric subdivision criterion, efficient Push/Pull and rendering.
Unlike Aupperle’s approach, we have opted for a shooting technique instead of gathering in order to get useful images at
the earlier steps of the resolution and to reduce the memory size needed for storing the data structures thanks to a
dynamic link management strategy. With this latter the spatial complexity is reduced to /NK  	 (rather than /NK  	),
where n is the number of elements at the finest level of subdivision and k is the number of input patches. Figure 7 gives
our algorithm.
5NTIL CONVERGED
 Selection of the most powerful interaction (IJ)
ô PushPullRadiance(IJ);
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í &OR each interaction (JK) $O
(A) )F (BRDF(IJ,JK)>0) 4HEN
a. RefineAndLink(IJ,JK);
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b. Shooting(IJ);
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c. Unlink(IJ);
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(B) SetToZeroδL(IJ);
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Rendering is performed by a gathering method combining ray-tracing and Monte Carlo method.
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  3HOOTING 2ADIANCE
The gathering method proposed by Aupperle needs the storage of all the links between hierarchies of interaction. Since a
too large amount of memory is required for this information, we have opted for a different approach based on shooting.
Our shooting algorithm allows a dynamic management of links and then only few links are always kept in memory. To
achieve this, links between the emitting and the receiving interactions are first created. Once the shooting operation has
been performed these links are deleted. This process allows to save memory at the expense of an extra computing time.
The data structure associated with an interaction becomes now:
3TRUCTURE Interaction
{
Patch From; /* Emitter */
Patch To; /* Receiver */
Float L[]; /* Current estimate of the final radiance */
Float L  []; /* Radiance gathered during one iteration */
Float δL[]; /* Unshot radiance of the interaction */
List InteractionsToShoot; /* The interactions to which this one contributes during one iteration */
Interaction D1, D2, D3, D4; /* Subinteractions produced by adaptive subdivision */
}
&IGURE  4HE .EW $ATA 3TRUCTURE
The computation of the shooting contribution consists of three steps:
1. Select the next shooting interaction IJ corresponding to the greatest unshot flux δφ:
 δφ pi δ    ! & ,= . . .
2. Compute the contribution of interaction IJ to each other interaction JK:
 , , 2

	 
	= δ (FOR EACH NODE OF )* LINKED TO *+)
3. Reset the unshot radiance:
 δ,   =  (FOR EACH NODE OF )*)
Note that, to achieve this, this shooting procedure looks for all the existing links between the nodes belonging to the
hierarchies associated with the emitting and the receiving interactions (Figure 9).
0ROCEDURE Shooting(Interaction IJ) ﬀﬁﬃﬂ ﬂ"!#%$% &'ﬁ%#)(%*ﬀﬁﬃﬂ,+-&ﬃ'.% ﬁﬃ&ﬃ/ﬂ%ﬂ"!)*1023
{
Interaction JK;
)F (IJ→InteractionsToShoot ≠NULL) 4HEN
JK=First(IJ→InteractionsToShoot); 54)"!)ﬃ/ﬂ6ﬂ+-ﬂ/&7ﬀﬁﬃﬂ6ﬃ/&7 ﬂ"!#%$% &%83
7HILE (JK≠NULL) $O
JK→LG = JK→ LG + IJ→δL*AreaReflectance(IJ,JK);
JK=Next(IJ→InteractionsToShoot); :9ﬃﬂ ;-/ﬂ6ﬂ+-ﬂ/&7ﬀﬁﬃﬂ6ﬃ/&7 ﬂ"!#%$% &%83
%ND/F7HILE
%LSE
,<"ﬂ6&&=>7&"!?6=%'#@/6&Aﬂ"!?6ﬂ(ﬂ683
Shooting(IJ→D1);
Shooting(IJ→D2);
Shooting(IJ→D3);
Shooting(IJ→D4);
%ND)F
}
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IJ is selected for shooting
I
J
K
LM
I
J
K
LM
I
J
K
LM
RefineAndLink(IJ,JK);
Shoot(IJ);
Unlink(IJ);
RefineAndLink(IJ,JL);
Shoot(IJ);
Unlink(IJ);
RefineAndLink(IJ,JM);
Shoot(IJ);
Unlink(IJ);
ô
δLIJ=0í
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  0HOTOMETRIC 3UBDIVISION #RITERION
Like for hierarchical radiosity (with BF criterion as in [ 8 ]), our subdivision criterion is based on the shot flux. In the
RefineAndLink procedure the subdivision criterion becomes now:
)F ((φIJK is low) or (errors on formfactors and fr are low)) 4HEN
Link(IJ,JK);
Where φIJK is the unshot flux which will be emitted by the interaction IJ towards the interaction JK.
  %FFICIENT 0USH0ULL
As the push/pull operation is time consuming, it is not necessary to perform it each time an interaction gets energy from
the other interactions. The energy of an interaction is pushed/pulled only when it is chosen for shooting. However, to
select the interaction having the greatest unshot energy, the radiance of each interaction between two input patches must
be known. To this end, a variable δLRoot is associated with the root node of each hierarchy. Note that whenever an
interaction of a hierarchy ( gets energy from the others, the variable δLRoot associated with ( is updated.
Let IJ be a receiving interaction, Im a subpatch of I and Jn a subpatch of J. It is easy to see that:
%QUATION 
  &INAL 'ATHERING
Recall that, unlike Aupperle’s method, our approach is view independent. To compute an image of the environment as
seen by an observer, a rendering step combines ray-tracing and the Monte Carlo method. Note that our approach is not a
two pass method like in [ 15 ], [ 18 ] and [ 19 ].
Let’s recall the radiance emitted at point x in direction 
r
ω   for an incidence 
r
ω  :
, X  FR , X D  	  
   ( , ) ( , ). ( , ).cos .  r r r rω ω ω ω θ ω
pi
= ∫
This integral can be estimated with the Monte Carlo method by:
%QUATION 
where ρ ω ω θ ω
pi
( ) ( , ).cos .x fr di r i i= ∫ r r is the
reflectivity of the considered material at point x.
To carry out the Monte Carlo method, a ray originating at the viewpoint is traced through each pixel. This ray intersects
the scene at point XS. From XS, a number n of secondary rays are traced according to the pdf fr xi r i( , ).cos / ( )
r r
ω ω θ ρ (See
Figure 11a). Suppose that a secondary ray intersects the scene at point XD (See Figure 11b). The points XS and XD
belong to two input patches A and B respectively. The problem now is to find the radiance at XD in direction of XS. To
δ δ, , , !REA/F )!REA/F )
!REA/F *
!REA/F *
 

  

= + ⋅ ⋅
( )
( )
( )
( )
, X X , Xﬀﬁﬂ ﬃ   

( , ) ( ) ( , )r rω ρ ω= ⋅ ⋅
=
∑
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achieve this, the hierarchy of interaction AB is traversed from the root to the leaf corresponding to the smallest
subpatches containing the points XS and XD (See Figure 11c).
,OOP ON    AND 
Estimation L(XS, Obs) of the total radiance from XS towards the observer:
, 8 /BS , 8 /BS 8      ( , ) ( , ) ( ) ( )= + ⋅ ⋅ ∑ε ρ 
NB SAMPLES
  	 
  
ô
Find intersection XD of rays
with the scene
XD

Sample rays on the
hemisphere starting from XS
÷
Compute the contribution
C(i)= L(I)
)
Patch B
Patch A
A1B22
A1B2
AB2
AB
í
Find interaction I that links XS
to XD
XS
XD
XS
0RINCIPLE
a)
b) c)
0RIMARY RAY
3ECONDARY
 RAY
/BSERVER
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  6ISIBILITY
The method used for visibility calculation was deliberately left out of this paper since we use exactely the one given in   [
4 ]. In order to avoid computing it repeatedly, we store it in each interaction, under the form of a form factor multiplied
by a visibility term.
  .ON0LANAR 3UBDIVISION
  -OTIVATION
Let S be a curved surface within an environment for which global illumination computation has to be performed with our
hierarchical algorithm. Thus, S must be initially approximated by a collection of polygons fitting the surface S (input
patches). Let us call this approximation : "initial meshing".
Suppose that during the refinement process, an input patch of S is subdivided into 4 coplanar subpatches. If this curved
surface has important curvatures then its initial meshing must be fine to closely approximate the surface S. The
consequence of this is the increase of the number of initial interactions which affects the performance of our hierarchical
algorithm. To overcome this problem, we enable each input patch (and derived subpatches) to be subdivided into 4 non-
coplanar subpatches in order to fit at best the curved surface. With this approach the initial meshing may be coarse,
which reduces drastically the number of initial interactions, the number of links, and consequently the computation time
as well as the required memory capacity.
In the following, interactions between non-coplanar subpatches of the same patch will be called SECONDARY interactions
while the others will be named PRIMARY (See Figure 12).
0AGE Np
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 Primary interactions
Secondary interactions
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  /UTLINE OF THE METHOD
It is obvious that the huge number of secondary interactions limits the hierarchical method practically. For this reason,
we propose an extended hierarchical algorithm aiming at reducing these interactions as well as the associated links.
Let A and C be any two patches, and B an input patch of a curved surface. Suppose that the refinement process requires
the subdivision of B into four non-coplanar subpatches B1, B2, B3, B4. In our method, the energy transfer from A to C
through B is performed directly through the links (ABi→BiC) and indirectly through only the links (ABi→BiBj→BjC).
The other transfers like ABi→BiBj→...→BlBm→BmC are ignored by our method to make the problem tractable. Note
that BiBj are secondary interactions which are not necessarily saved in memory (See Figure 13a).
!#
"
!#
"
!
3 indirect transfers
(AB1→B1B2→B2C),
(AB1→B1B3→B3C),
(AB1→B1B4→B4C). "
B1
Direct transfer (AB1→ B1C)
B2B3
B4
#
(a)
(b) (c)
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Suppose that the patches B1 and B3 have to be subdivided in their turn into four subpatches B11, B12, B13, B14 and B31,
B32, B33, B34 respectively (See Figure 13b).
The energy transfer between A and C through B1 is performed with the help of the direct links (AB1i→B1iC) and of the
indirect links (AB1i→B1iB1j→B1jC). The energy transfer between A and C through B3 is performed similarly.
Note that the secondary interactions like B1iB3j are not accounted for to make our method tractable. However, their
contributions are considered at a higher level, say when computing the contribution of the secondary interaction B1B3
(See Figure 13c).
0AGE Np
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Before giving details on the used data structure representing secondary interactions, let us recall that the number of
secondary interactions entailed by the subdivision of a patch (belonging to a curved surface) is equal to sixteen (See
Figure 14): BiBj, i and j ranging from 1 to 4.
Subdivision of B
Level 1 Level 2
B1 B2
B3 B4
B
&IGURE   .UMBER OF SECONDARY INTERACTIONS
The data structure associated with these interactions is a particular 16-Tree as shown in Figure 17. Indeed, as mentioned
in the previous subsection, only the nodes BiBi (at subdivision level one), BijBij (at subdivision level two) and so on, have
descendants.
  2EFINEMENT
The new refinement algorithm is the following:
0ROCEDURE RefineAndLink(Interaction IJ, Interaction JK, Float FFErr, Float FrErr,Float MinArea)
{
)F ((φIJK is low) or (errors on formfactors and fr are low)) 4HEN
Link(IJ,JK);
%LSE
P=Patch_Inducing_Maximum_Error() ;
Subdivide P;
Subdivide IJ and/or JK according to P; (See Figure 5)
)F (P==J and P is a curved surface) 4HEN CreateIndirectTransfer(IJ);
3WITCH (P)
{
case I : RefineAndLink over children of IJ ;
case J : RefineAndLink over children of IJ and JK ;
case K : RefineAndLink over children of JK ;
}
%ND)F
}
&IGURE   2EFINEMENT WITH EXTENDED THREE POINT TRANSPORT
CreateIndirectTransfer()  is the procedure which is in charge of creating the secondary interactions and the
associated links (Figure 16).
#REATE)NDIRECT4RANSFER)*	
{
,ET IJ be the initial primary interaction and JK the final primary interaction.
,ET J1, J2, J3 and J4 be the sub-patches of J.
&OR each IJn $O
 &OR each Jm with m≠n $O
 
	
ﬀﬁ	
ﬀﬂ
ﬃ 
Link IJn to JnJm.
Link JnJm to JmK.
%ND/F&OR
%ND/F&OR
}
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  )NDIRECT 3HOOTING
In case of secondary interactions the shooting algorithm is different from the one given in Figure 9.
To explain how the new shooting algorithm operates, let us consider Figure 18a. In this figure there are four patches A,
B, C and D, B being a patch of a curved surface. The objective is to compute the energy transfers AB→BC and
AB→BD, through the direct links (Figure 18b) and the indirect links due to B.
This amounts to compute the following indirect transfers: ABi→BiBj→ΒjC and ABi→BiBj→ΒjD. We can remark that
these two transfers have in common the transfers ABi→BiBj. This is why, for a reason of efficiency, we split the indirect
shooting process into two steps: ABi→BiBj (Figure 18c) and BiBj→ΒjC (resp. BiBj→ΒjD) (Figure 18d).
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The modified shooting is the following:
Shooting(IJ);
IndirectShootingStep1(IJ);
IndirectShootingStep2(JJ);
&IGURE  3HOOTING IN PRESENCE OF CURVED SURFACES
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The pushing operation is the same as for planar subdivision, while the pulling is slightly different. Indeed, unlike
Aupperle’s method (Section 3.2.4), the form factor terms must appear in the expression of the pulled radiances so as to
account for the orientations of the non-coplanar subpatches belonging to the same patch. In other words, the pulled
radiances are given by:
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, depending on the subdivided patch, where IJ is a node of
an interaction hierarchy and IkJ (or IJk) are its descendants.
  2ESULTS AND $ISCUSSION
Our algorithm has been implemented and tested with three kinds of scenes and with a Cook’s and Torrance’s reflection
model. Each photometric quantity, like flux and radiance, is defined for ten wavelengths (spectral approach). The
rendering process computes for each pixel a spectral radiance, projects this latter into the XYZ color space, and finally
converts the resulting components into RGB components.
Scene 1 (see Figure 21) is a room containing a specular cube. The front facing wall is glossy while the other walls as well
as the ceiling and the floor are diffuse. Scene 2 (see Figure 20) is a glossy curved surface illuminated by a small light
source placed above it. Scene 3 is a more complex scene containing a curved surface (curtain) and planar surfaces (see
Figure 22). Figure 23 and Figure 24 correspond to images of scene 3 for different view parameters. Figure 23 shows the
curved shape of the curtain while Figure 24 put an emphasis on glossy reflection effects. Note that there are no pure
specular reflections but only diffuse and glossy reflections.
The characteristics of these scenes are summarized in Table 1. We call POTENTIAL ELEMENTS the elements resulting from the
uniform subdivision of each input patch at the finest resolution. Such a fine meshing induces a set of interactions
(between its elements) which will be called POTENTIAL INTERACTIONS.
Table 2 gives for each scene the number of interactions and links. Recall that our shooting algorithm maintains in
memory only the links created at the current iteration. We can remark (Table 2) that the ratio of the maximum number of
these links to the total number of created links (obtained after convergence) is equal to 5.77%, 0.84%, 6.44% for scene 1,
2 and 3 respectively. In addition, the number of interactions created by our hierarchical algorithm is far smaller than the
number of potential interactions, even when a high precision is required (scene 2). To sum up, the results given by Table
2 demonstrates the efficiency of our algorithm in terms of memory saving.
Table 3 provides some results in terms of computing time. Before discussing these results let us define the convergence
ratio (CR) as: #2 = )&    2&)& , where the initial total flux IF is the sum of the light powers emitted by all the light
sources and RF the total residual flux after convergence. Even with a high convergence ratio (95%) the resolution times
remain reasonable, which proves that our hierarchical algorithm is efficient.
To check the validity of the assumptions made by our algorithm when handling non-planar subdivisions, we have
computed two images of scene 2 (with the same view parameters). The first one (Figure 20) has been computed by
considering a coarse initial meshing (65 input patches) and non-planar subdivision, while the second has been generated
with a very fine initial meshing (1025 input patches) and planar subdivision. The mean squared differences between the
two normalized images for each component R, G, B and for the luminance Y are given in Table 4. We can see that these
differences are insignificant even though the resolution process took 132 s for the first image and many hours for the
second on a silicon graphics INDY R4600 (175 MHz).
.UMBER OF INPUT PATCHES .UMBER OF POTENTIAL
ELEMENTS
.UMBER OF LIGHT SOURCES
3CENE  11 2 816 1
3CENE  65 4 160 1
3CENE  243 15 552 7
4ABLE 
.UMBER OF
INTERACTIONS AFTER
CONVERGENCE
.UMBER OF POTENTIAL
INTERACTIONS
-AXIMUM NUMBER
OF LINKS STORED IN
MEMORY
4OTAL NUMBER OF
LINKS CREATED AFTER
CONVERGENCE
3CENE  922 7 932 672 118 2 044
3CENE  146 764 17 305 600 2 791 160 553
3CENE  107 028 241 849 100 29 000 450 000
4ABLE 
0AGE Np
2ESOLUTION TIME 2ENDERING TIME
IMAGE  X 	
#ONVERGENCE RATIO .UMBER OF SHOOTING
ITERATIONS
3CENE  63 s 407 s 95.11 % 50
3CENE  132 s 448 s 94.70 % 100
3CENE  758 s 780 s 90.20 % 150
4ABLE 
2 ' " 9
-EAN SQUARED DIFFERENCE 0.032776 0.009426 0.001416 0.016500
4ABLE 
&IGURE  3CENE 
&IGURE  3CENE &IGURE  3CENE 
0AGE Np
&IGURE  3CENE   :OOM 
&IGURE  3CENE   :OOM 
0AGE Np
  #ONCLUSION
The global illumination algorithm presented in this paper, at the same time, extends the three point transport algorithm ([
2 ],[ 3 ]) to non-planar surfaces, and brings improvements regarding the computation time and memory size required. The
used shooting process reduces the spatial complexity to /NK   	 where n is the number of elements at the finest level of
subdivision and k the number of input patches. The other improvements concern the refinement criterion, the push/pull
operation and the view independence of the algorithm.
As extension, our algorithm can handle non-planar subdivisions with a few extra computation and memory storage thanks
to the new interaction data structure (with direct and indirect links) and the associated management mechanism.
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